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Plot 896 m2

Parking -

Cellar -

PENB G

Reference number 29291

Fulfill your dream of living on the fabled island of Santorini in a traditional-
style white-washed house that so perfectly complements the blue color of
the pristine Aegean Sea. 

This property, which consists of five houses, presents a fantastic
opportunity to obtain either a boutique hotel (the property has been used
for such purposes in the past) or a sprawling family residence. Nestled in
the picturesque village of Pyrgos, the property boasts gorgeous common
grounds and terraces that feature uninterrupted views of both the east and
west side of the island, Fira, Oia, Thirasia and the Caldera.

The houses were meticulously restored in 2009 with attention paid to every
detail. They feature in total: Eight bedrooms, nine bathrooms, five kitchens,
a dining room and a laundry room. Two pool-size Jacuzzis are set on
different levels, while a large swimming pool provides a common gathering
place during the perfect summer days and nights.

Pyrgos, the former capital of Santorini with the best-preserved medieval
settlement on the island, offers quiet village living. The village is the highest
point in Santorini, which makes for breathtaking panoramic vistas.

Total Interior Space: 445 sq. m.; Grounds: 896 sq. m.
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